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This document is complementary to the CRO “Performance Monitoring 
Requirements” document. 
 
It proposes  a set of parameters to be monitored through the exchanges at  
VDL Mode 2 ground-station level in cooperation with ANSPs and ACSPs to 
gather the crucial data for: 
 
* performance monitoring at local level to complement the end-to-end 
ED120- based performance analysis  
* capacity planning, especially gathering those data necessary to 
demonstrate to the Network Manager and to ICAO Frequency Management 
Group that efficient use of channel(s) is made, and support the justification 
for the deployment of multi-frequency VDL 2 channel(s) when and where 
required in order to maintain performances. 

It shall be refined through discussions between CRO, ANSPs and ACSPs 
involved in the datalink deployment.  
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1 Introduction and monitoring objectives 
This document is complementary to the CRO “Performance Monitoring Requirements” document. 
The latter is proposing monitoring from the ANSPs end-user access points, while the present one is 
proposing parameters to include in regular monitoring process using the local VDL Mode 2 ground-
stations (VGS).  

 

There are two main objectives in the present proposal:  

• Performance analysis at local VDL 2 channel level to support the end-to-end ED120- 
based performance analysis.  
When end-to-end performances targets are not met, the causes could reside in ANSPs 
equipment, in avionics or in the ACSPs network; a screening of the VDL Mode 2 channel(s) 
performance may be required to identify problematic geographical area(s), the technical 
issue(s) or capacity limitations that are affecting the performances. 

• Capacity planning, by gathering those data necessary for the CRO to liaise with the Network 
Manager and the ICAO Frequency Management Group, by assessing that efficient use of 
scarce VDL 2 channel(s). This will support justification for the deployment of multi-
frequency VDL 2 channel(s) when and where required to support the required performance. 

This document proposes a set of parameters considered as “required” in section 2 and a further set of 
parameters considered as “desirable” in section 3. The “desirable” parameters can be monitored by 
CRO itself through MOON operation data exchanges with ACSPs are optional. 

It is proposed to gather crucial statistics from: 

• ACSPs VGS deployed across the whole of Europe 

• The MOON monitoring network operated by the CRO and Remote Monitoring (RMUs – local 
MOON nodes) operated by ANSPs. 
MOON data is limited to regions equipped with MOON RMUs either deployed by 
EUROCONTROL or by ANSPs connecting their own RMUs to MOON.  

MOON statistics are captured independently from the ACSPs infrastructure, on the VDL 2 radio 
channel(s) themselves, and can be used to consolidate the main results from ACSPs data analysis. 

Exchange of information between CRO and ACSPs on a regular base (e.g. quarterly) will be needed. 

This proposal should be refined with ANSPs and ACSPs to fix the reporting details, and discuss 
possible data protection requirements (e.g. NDAs). 

Note: In the present document, each proposal for a metric to be measured “per VGS” must be 
understood as “per VGS and per frequency” (on each operated VDL 2 channel). 
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2 Required Parameters 

2.1 High level view on aircraft populations  
(VDL 2, ATN/VDL 2 and FANS/VDL 2 - equipped aircraft) 

Purpose: capacity deployment planning (by trends analysis and geographical analysis of equipped 
air traffic flows) 

It is proposed to build a map of the equipped air traffic and its evolution through accounting, each 
month, per ACSP’ VGS: 

• The amount of different detected aircraft equipped with VDL 2  

• The amount of ATN/VDL 2 equipped aircraft 

• The amount of FANS 1/A over VDL 2 - equipped aircraft.  

 

A map can then be built with data from ACSPs, extended and cross-checked with MOON data where 
RMUs are deployed. 

 
MOON already accounts automatically the amount of different aircraft identified in live VDL traffic per 
month in vicinity of each RMU and in total. 

2.2 Total VDL 2 traffic volume exchanged  
Purpose: performance protection and capacity planning by prediction of local saturation around each 
VGS and for each frequency. 

It is proposed to account the sum in Kbytes of the traffic exchanged per hour by each VGS on 
each frequency. The average and the peak values per day will be recorded and data exchanged 
between CRO and ACSPs on quarterly basis. 

 

List of VGS For each frequency operated on that VGS, 

Sum of traffic sent including broadcast GSIF and traffic addressed to the VGS per 
hour 

(Kbytes /hour):average and peak hour value of the day 
 

Although these measurements are a lower bound of the VDL 2 physical channel occupation, they are 
well-defined measurements useful to analyse local traffic load and predict saturation by comparison 
with the Eurocontrol detailed VDL 2 traffic simulations. 

Where available, MOON-RMUs will also be used to independently account the traffic exchanged 
between aircraft and each VGS in direct visibility. 

2.3 VDL2 traffic volumes by traffic type 
Purpose : For adequate capacity planning at local scale, building a view on ENR and Terminal traffic 
needs per specific traffic type. 

It is important to monitor the volumes and evolution of ATN and non–ATN traffic, the expected 
importance for the latter of the traffic exchanged on the ground, and the frames length distribution 
directly impacting the transmission success rate. 

CRO proposes to ACSPs to systematically monitor the following metrics and to cross-check those 
with available MOON-derived measurements: 
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 Per month and per VGS 
and frequency,  
Uplink and Downlink 
values for 

Total amounts 
of INFO frames 
(Uplink value, 
Downlink value)  

Distribution of frames length (%) 
(<50bytes, 50-500 bytes, 500-1000, 1000-1500, 
>1500 bytes) 

ATN INFO frames    
FANS over AOA frames   
AOC over AOA INFO frames 
with aircraft in air 

  

AOC over AOA INFO frames 
with aircraft on ground 

  

 

2.4 Local VDL2 AVLC retransmissions rate 
Purpose: Performance issues analysis and capacity planning. 

To detect and analyse possible local performance degradation for any reason it is proposed to ACSPs 
to derive for each VGS the distribution in peak periods of the number of attempts required to 
successfully transfer an AVLC frame. 

 
CRO will be able to cross-check in places where RMUs are available. 

For the peak hour of each day 
and per VGS and frequency,  

Distribution uplink and distribution downlink (%) 
(% 1 transmission, % 2 transmissions, %3,,..,%6 (max)) 

  

 

2.5 AVLC round-trip delay for AOC and ATN traffic 
Purpose: Performance issues analysis and capacity planning. 

Complementary to the use of LISAT that delivers indications on the end-to-end performance, it is 
proposed to monitor through ACPSs ‘ VGS the local round-trip performances on the radio VDL 2 
channels (at AVLC layer), measured between the first attempt to deliver an uplink AVLC frame, and 
the receipt of an acknowledgement of delivery of the frame, either by an RR, or by an N(R) sequence 
number in an INFO frame in the opposite direction. 

 

Per day and per VGS, 
distribution for the peak hour 

Distribution (%) 
(< 2sec, 2-4 sec, 4-6 sec, 6-8 sec, 8-10 sec, 10-12 sec, > 12 sec) 

AVLC round trip for ATN frames  (measurement of round-trip at AVLC layer between aircraft and 
VGS) 

AVLC round trip for FANS over 
AOA frames 

(measurement of round-trip at AVLC layer between aircraft and 
VGS) 

AVLC round trip for AOC over 
AOA frames with aircraft in air 

(measurement of round-trip at AVLC layer between aircraft and 
VGS) 

AVLC round trip for AOC over 
AOA frames with aircraft on 
ground 

(measurement of round-trip at AVLC layer between aircraft and 
VGS) 
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3 Desirable Parameters 

3.1 Physical channel utilisation (CU)  
Purpose : To monitor channel occupancy accounting all events on the channel including 
transmissions collisions and possible interference. 

The physical channel load is already measured by MOON in each RMU. 
 This measure is however observed to be radio company–dependent since the VHF receiver CU- 
algorithms differ.  
 
The CRO will further operate this measurement internally with MOON RMUs operated with a common 
radio type, in order to monitor raw channel capacity evolution, and possibly validate and cross-check 
results with the Belgian radio spectrum monitoring office (CCRM) for Belgian samples. 

If progress can be made in future in standardizing the CU measurement algorithms, the CUs data 
could be added to the data exchanged between CRO and ACSPs. 

3.2 SREJ (Selective reject) rate 
Purpose: to detect sign of overloads through a different indicator. 

A channel overload will increase the SREJ rate by increasing the collisions on the channel. MOON 
enables the CRO to also refine overloads analysis on the uplink and downlink; eg the  SREJ amounts 
on the peak hour of the day per VGS could be accounted through usage of  those RMUs giving a 
good view on VGS of dense traffic areas. . 

3.3 VDL 2 stability indication 
A metric is desired to monitor the efficiency of the VGS deployment and the avionics Hand-Offs 
algorithm; eg : are the hand-offs achieved adequately, on-time before AVLC link disconnect, and 
without numerous unstable hand-offs achieved between several VGS ? 

Proposals for considerations in MOON and possibly to share with ACSPs measurements: 

• To account per VGS and per day a list of aircraft and their respective amount of 
(re)connections; the analysis would then make comparisons between VGS of a same area. 

• More sophisticated alternative: to account per VGS the amount of aircraft connections per day 
and the amount of same aircraft re-connections to the same VGS within the X minutes 
following the last transmission (sliding time window); the X min value would need validation 
through experience. 

3.4 VDL 2 issues detection 
The CRO will continue operating MOON to further detect (re)occurrences of VDL 2 identified 
implementation issues. Each issue has its own characteristics or set of events to be screened across 
MOON monitored traffic.  

On a case by case basis, cooperation with ACSPs is however also required to clarify any new 
issue with a potential impact on the performance or capacity of the network  
(e.g. issue of some invalid addresses used by aircraft attempting connections to VGS) 

 

 


